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President’s Message
I had a really good time on the field trip with the Bluegrass Gem & Mineral Club
in Lexington. We went to a quarry in Southern Indiana for fossils. I found a few fossils,
and the generous members of that club also gave me a couple samples to bring home.
I also enjoyed being with my daughter, the newest rockhound on the block. I am
sharing this discussion because I see that we have several new members who
might want some help in identifying minerals.
My daughter informed me that she is going on a field trip to look for the "ites."
They will be looking for calcite, celestite, barite, marcasite, dolomite, fluorite,
pyrite and smithsonite and a few more "ites." Well, bless her heart, she has never
been looking for "ites" before. She said she was going to print off some pictures
of these "ites" so she could identify them. I gave her a little motherly advice. The
rocks you find in the field rarely look like the pictures!
I told her what color
these "ites" were likely to be, and I suggested she read about the atomic structure
of the minerals she was seeking. Just like people have DNA and genes that allow
for certain hair, eye, or skin color; likewise, minerals have atoms that allow them
to take shapes like pyramid, crystal, tabular, or mass. If you are familiar with the
atomic structure of minerals, you narrow down the possibilities in their identification.
I will not go into the other identifying factors such as hardness, cleavage and
streaking, as I don't think everyone would be comfortable with that discussion.
Tonie

For All Rockhounds in the area!
Rock Talk is published monthly
by the White Mountain Gem &
Mineral Club, Inc. Any info/
comments that members wish
to have included in the monthly
newsletter must be turned in to
the editor at the general
membership meeting or call the
editor prior to the following
weekend after the meeting.

Membership Dues: $15 for a
single membership, and $20
for a couple/family. Dues are
due the 1st of January of every
calendar year along with a
completed application. If you
join in November of previous
year, your dues will be good
for all of the following year.

Meetings: 1st Sunday of the
month, (unless it falls on a
holiday), at the VFW Post
9907, 381 N. Central Ave,
Show Low, AZ. Turn north off
of the Deuce of Clubs at the
Burger King. Social half-hour
@ 1:00pm, meeting starts @
1:30pm. Bring snacks.
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Birthdays

May
6 - Jeannie Arneklev
13 - Kathleen Varhol
16 - Suzanne Fern
17 - Linda Stalder
21 - Fran Pfeifer
26 - Adrian Weightman
29 - Bob Fern

June
14 - Yvonne Garrett
19 - Sandra Angelo
22 - Karinita Hansen
24 - Pat Wright
25 - John Davis
27 - Harvey Arnold
27 - Larry Embry
29 - Kathleen Amator
30 - Stan Arneklev

Happy Birthday, Y'all ! !
May You have Many More ! !
May Days of Interest
1 - May Day
3 - St. James, St. Philip
5 - Cinco De Mayo
7 - Lag B'Omer
10 - Mother's Day
14 - Ascension
16 - Armed Forces Day
18 - Victoria Day
24 - Pentecost
24 - Shavuot
25 - Memorial Day
31 - Trinity Sunday

Our next meeting is
Sunday, June 7.
Members whose
last name begins A-H,
please bring snacks.
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General Membership Meeting
May 3, 2015
Meeting called to order by Tonie Mondragon at 1:20 pm. Tonie
welcomed the guest and new members: Evonne and Sky, Marta and
Darrel, Frank and Tony P. who purchased the shop “Earth’s Upper
Crust”.
Tonie asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the last
meeting. Motion made by Nanz M., seconded by John M., carried
unanimously.
Tonie has returned from a trip to Kentucky to see her daughter.
She donated to the Kentucky club a piece of Arizona Petrified
wood with crystals on it that was the bestselling raffle prize
that they had at the Kentucky rock club. Tonie brought back fossils
from a quarry that she was at in Kentucky.
The Coconino Rock Club is having a show in June on the 5th, 6th and 7th.
VP David B. informed the members that today’s education will
be identifying found objects that people have brought with them today.
He also asked that for future presentations, if we would be
interested in doing a personal silent auction type sale. This
would be where everyone brings in items that they would
like to sell, and donate 25% of their sales to the club. He also
asked if we would be interested in a photo contest, where
we would bring in photos of rocks that we have taken to be judged.
Treasurer Larry L: Expenses for April were $693.50 and our income was
$1248.25.
Secretary: Charlene asked the membership to please give her their
names if they spoke up during the meeting, since we have so
many new members and guests.
Editor: Karen had nothing to add but she is glad to be back from her trip
to be among the rock hounds.
Board Members: Sandra A. had nothing to add. John M mentioned
he is leaving for Wyoming on the 19th, and will update with
daily pictures from the rock quarry on fish that they find. He also
mentioned that he will have inexpensive fish fossils for sale when
he returns.
Rose F. brought some fossils, sponges and jasper
from the last field trip. Rose also mentioned that the periodic
tables posters were in, and if you would like to purchase one,
the cost is $16.00. Nanz M. told us that her interview at the
radio station KVSL was rescheduled for next Thursday, 12 noon to 1pm.
Show and Field Trip Chair: Rick O. stated that 14 people attended the
last field trip to Forest Lakes. It was cold, about 45 degrees, but
plenty of fossils were found, along with zebra agate at the
second stop. There will be no field trip this month, as the show
will be May 16th and 17th. We have signup sheets for anyone
who would like to volunteer to help. Rose mentioned that we
have 80 prizes for the raffle. She also wanted to thank Blue for
all her hard work in obtaining many of these prizes. Please work on
selling our raffle tickets.
Rick listed upcoming field trips: June 27th Bandelero Ice Caves,
South of Grants, NM, and Fluorite. July 25th will be the coalition
trip to the claims in Springerville. In August, depending on the
monsoon season, we may go to Chocolate Falls or to Parks, AZ,
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for obsidian. September 24th thru the 27th will be a long weekend
trip to Magdalena and Socorro, NM. We will go to the mining
museum, fossil and mineral sites, to the Bingham mine which is
closed, but you can go thru the tailings for $20 for 20 lbs, where
you can find over 100 different rocks and minerals. We will also
go to a ghost town and the Kelly mine, amongst many other activities.
Show information: Rick asked us to look at samples of shirts
and hats that can be created and sold. He also has 3 display
cases available, if anyone has items that they would like to
display. Please take flyers and posters to give out or hand out to
advertise the show. 2 vendors cancelled, but we have 1 vendor
already available to fill 1 slot. Please come to the storage locker
next Sunday at 1:00pm to help look at items needed for
the show, and to make sure everything is in order, and
ready to go. For the set-up for the show, we will meet at the
storage lockers 10am on the 15th. We will be loading up
tables and displays, and taking them to HonDah. We will need
2 to 4 people to be the road crew to set up signs for the show.
Dealers can start setting up at 2pm on Friday. We will look
at maybe using the Nature Center on Woodland Road in Lakeside
for next year’s show.
Old and New Business: Ruth mentioned that the highway cleanup
will be next Saturday, May 9th. We will meet at the K-mart
parking lot at 9am. Our site to clean is on the highway about
8 miles outside of Show Low, and it will take about an hour
of your time.
Ron Ginn has some lapidary equipment for sale.
interested, talk to him at the break, or after the meeting.

If you are

Rick told us that one of the students from St. Anthony’s won
3rd place at the State level of the Science Fair, and another
student placed from Mogollon High school. A motion was made
by Rose to give St Anthony’s school $300.00 and a periodic table
poster in the name of the student from St Anthony’s and the
motion seconded by Stan, and carried. The same motion was made
for the Mogollon High School by Sandra, and seconded by John M.,
and carried.
We took a break at 2:30 pm.
The meeting was called back to order at 2:50. David asked for
everyone to help with identifying objects for one another. Books
were pulled out, and knowledge was put to the test, and we were
very successful at identifying many objects for those who attended.
Larry thanked the membership for their generosity of donations for
the Kid’s booth for the show. Thank you to everyone who has given to
this cause.
Drawings were made: Sandra won the door prize of a piece
of Luna Blue agate. The 50/50 prizes were won by John M. The
meeting was adjourned at 3:29. A motion was made by Karen,
seconded by Stan and carried. The silent auction was to close in
three minutes.
Respectfully submitted,
Charlene Bingell, Secretary
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A Change In Plans
As much as I am trying to stay true to the field trip schedule, sometimes it is necessary to make a change that will
benefit the club members. That was the reason for moving the trip planned for June to April instead. The thought of people
passing out from heat stress and similar ailments was not the scenario that I was looking forward to. As it turned out, the
14 members who braved the windy and slightly cooler temperatures on that Saturday were soon no longer worrying about those
conditions, once the collecting began.
Our first stop was just west of Forest Lakes, and about 1-1/2 miles north of Rte 260 underneath some high wires. Our
prey was marine fossils, consisting of Brachiopods, Sponges, Crinoids, and an assortment of other similar fossils. Fortunately,
we had 3 members who specialize in fossils, so with the assistance of Rose, Kay and Stephen, we were soon crouching
low to the ground, and discovering new ancient creatures. As a plus, there was colorful Chert with nice crystal inclusions
that delighted young and old. Especially the young, as our new junior member Brandon was having a great time carrying
handfuls of treasures that his mom Dannette kept finding. After an hour or so of braving the 45 degree temps, we hurried off
to our second destination.
Just east of the town of Christopher Creek, lies Sharps Creek and our next quarry, Zebra Agate. Though more a chert
than an agate, (which is also found in that area), it is the chert variety that is generally sought after, because of the distinctive
banding and ease in polishing. We soon found out that our quarry is found in a small region of hills that border Sharps Creek.
But that made finding specimens all that much easier. And as a bonus, there were a number of impressive fossils to be found
in the vicinity. Good-sized sections of Crinoids and Coral heads were in the creek bed just west of the Zebra Agate location.
We eventually settled down for a late lunch, as the threat of rain never materialized, and as Sharps Creek is located in
a forested area, we were out of the wind. At more than a 1000 feet lower in altitude, the temperature had increased by almost
10 degrees, which made for a more comfortable afternoon. As Jeanne was passing around the last of her Cowboy Cookies,
we were soon packing up our numerous specimens, and heading off for home. Rose commented as we were departing, “It is SO
much fun being able to share these experiences with such good people.” I couldn’t agree more.
Your trip guide, Rick
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Welcome New Members!

Show and Tell!
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Planned Club Field Trips for 2015
Show Dates
May/June/July/August 2015
May 16-17—Pinetop, AZ
White Mountain Gem & Mineral Club
Hon-Dah Conference Center
777 Highway 260, Pinetop, AZ
Sat. 9:00 am-6:00 pm, Sun. 10:00 am-4:00 pm
Adults $2.00, Seniors 70+ Free, Students & children, 18 and under Free,
contact Rick Olson,276 Tahoe Pl, Show Low, AZ 85901
(928) 251-0949
e-mail: walkaround@earthlink.net
Web site: whitemountain-azrockclub.org
May 23-24—Sedona, AZ
CKM Productions, LLC, Sedona Red Rock High School
995 Upper Red Rock Loop Road, Sedona, AZ
Sat. 10:00 am-5:00 pm, Sun. 10:00 am-4:00 pm
Adults $3.00
contact Greg Capatch, (928) 554-4615
June 5-7—Flagstaff, AZ
Coconino Lapidary Club, Outdoor Market At Silver Saddle;
9001 N Hwy 89;, Flagstaff, Arizona
Fri. 9 am-4 pm, Sat. 9 am-4 pm, Sun. 9 am-4 pm, FREE Admission.
contact Wayne Scott, (928) 607-3185
e-mail: 4nsgsrocks@gmail.com
Web site: https://www.facebook.com/groups/122043251214208/
July 11-12—Flagstaff, Arizona
Flagstaff Mineral and Jewelry Expo and Sale
CKM Productions, LLC, Flagstaff High School
400 West Elm Avenue, Flagstaff, AZ.
Sat. 10:00 am-5:00 pm, Sun. 10:00 am-4:00 pm; Admission is $3.00,
Children under 12 free;
contact Greg Capatch of CKM Productions, LLC, at (928) 554-4615
Web site: https://www.facebook.com/CKMProductionsLLC
July 31-Aug 2—Prescott Valley, Arizona
Prescott Gem & Mineral Club
Prescott Valley Event Center; 3201 North Main St., Prescott, AZ
Fri. 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Sat. 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Sun. 9:00 am-4:00 pm;
Adults $5.00, Seniors $4.00, Students $4.00, Children under 12 yrs free
contact Prescott Gem & Mineral Club
Attn: Melanie, P.O. Box 3923, Chino Valley, AZ 86323
Web site: www.prescottgemmineral.org

May - Annual Show
June - Bandelero Ice Caves, NM
July - Crystal Claims
August - Chocolate Falls or Parks, AZ
September - Magdalena & Socorro
October - Swap meet with other clubs
November - Back side of St. Johns Landfill

SAVE THE DATE!
Board meeting at 10am at Tonie's House,
Saturday June 20, 2015, to discuss mid
year financial position.
31 Bags Party at noon (with lunch)
More info to follow.
Tonie

Road Cleanup Rescheduled!
The road clean-up day has been
rescheduled to June 6, due to
weather.
Please meet at K-Mart parking lot at
9 o'clock for briefing and sign-in.
As a friendly reminder, if you want your birthday
noted in the newsletter, you MUST put it on your
application EACH YEAR! I CANNOT continue to go
back in my files and look up your birthday. It just
takes TOO long! Also, when you are filling out your
membership form, PLEASE print legibly! I can read
physicians handwriting, which is atrocious, but it
helps the poor Web Master and myself if y'all would
PRINT when you are filling the form out!
Your long-suffering Editor
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Brad's Bench Tips

being soldered. In either case, oxygen is prevented from reaching
the metal, so no cupric oxide firescale is formed.

MAGNETIC TOOL BAR

A second oxide can also be formed when soldering copper,
or a high copper content alloy like bronze or brass. It's called
cuprous oxide and is reddish in color. That's why a black
looking piece you put in the pickle sometimes comes out red.
The problem is that while the black cupric oxide is dissolved
by a pickle, the red cuprous oxide is not. The discoloration
can be sanded or polished off, but an easier way is to use a
"super pickle". This is a mixture of fresh pickle with a healthy
shot of hydrogen peroxide from the local store.

An easy way to keep all your files organized at the bench is to use
a magnetic tool strip. They're not expensive and help keep a lot of
small tools from cluttering the bench top. I got a couple of them from
Harbor Freight for about $5 each. See http://www.harborfreight.com
and search on-"magnetic-holder". My only regret was putting some
of my small drills on the magnets. The drills got a little magnetized
and now stick together when I carry them in a bottle in my tool box.
SILVER DISCOLORATION
Working with jewelry involves an ever increasing number of skills.
Chemistry is one of them that comes into play when dealing
with a discoloration on the metal caused by a chemical reaction
between it and the environment. In the case of Sterling silver,
there are three discolorations we typically encounter: a tarnish,
a firescale, and a firestain. Each is different in its cause, in its
cure, and in its prevention. All three have to do with the metals
in the Sterling alloy (92.5% silver and 7.5% copper), and how they
react with oxygen, and the heat of soldering, or with pollutants
in the air over the long term.
Tarnish is a grayish coating that builds up slowly on the surface
as a result of a reaction of the silver with sulfur-based compounds
in the air. Typically these are pollutants from the burning of
petroleum fuels, but they can come from other sources as well.
I once tarnished all the silver in my display case by putting
a pretty specimen of iron pyrite in with the jewelry. Turns out
pyrite has sulfur in it! Sulfur combines with the silver to form
a grayish silver sulfide film on the surface. Preventing tarnish
involves keeping sulfur away from the metal. Plastic bags
will help, and anti-tarnish strips are available from jewelry
supply companies to pack near your items.
Tarnish is easily
removed by hand polishing with a jeweler's cloth, or with one
of the products sold for cleaning the good silverware for holiday
dinner.
Another way is to remove it chemically. Put a piece of aluminum
in the bottom of a dish large enough to contain your piece.
Heat enough water to cover the silver. Mix in 2 tablespoons of
sodium carbonate per cup of water, and pour into the dish.
Be sure the silver touches the aluminum. Sodium carbonate
is the main ingredient in washing soda. Read the labels in grocery
and hardware stores.
The second type of tarnish is called firescale. It is the dark gray
to charcoal colored film that forms on Sterling or other copper
alloys like brass or bronze when we heat it with a torch. The
copper in the alloy reacts with oxygen in the air to form a
dark cupric oxide coating on the surface. Luckily, the oxide is
easily removed by dissolving it in a mild acid - generally called
a pickle. It's important that we not let firescale form on a solder
joint, because it will block the flow solder over the joint.
There are two ways to prevent firescale. Most common is to
use a flux, a borax-based solution applied to the metal before
soldering.
When melted, borax forms a thin glassy layer
that keeps oxygen away from the metal.
A second way is
to do your soldering on a charcoal block. Together with the
flame, charcoal greatly reduces the amount of oxygen in the area

I've saved the worst form of discoloration, firestain, for last.
Think of firescale (above) as like getting dirt on your shirt that you
have to wash off. Firestain is like getting ink on it. The
discoloration is not just on the surface, it seeps down and
stains the material. Firestain happens when we heat a piece
of silver too hot, too long, and/or too many times.
Firestain occurs when the oxides start to build up below the
surface of the metal. You generally don't notice it until after
polishing. It appears as a darker area of the surface, and is
easy to spot when viewed under light bounced off a piece of
white paper. Because firestain is below the surface, there's no
easy bench tip solution. Depletion gilding may work for some
pieces. Otherwise, removing it calls for sandpaper and aggressive
polishing.
A much better approach for a piece that will require a large
number of solderings, is to protect the metal from developing
firestain by applying liberal amounts of a firecoat. Regular
soldering flux will provide some protection, but is not as effective
as preparations made specifically for the task. Jewelry supply
companies offer several commercial solutions, but my favorite
is the Prips mixture in alcohol. I use it every time I intend to
do more than two solderings on a piece.

Get all 101 of Brad's bench tips in "Bench Tips for Jewelry Making"
on Amazon.
Many thanks, Brad
www.BradSmithJewelry.com
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Gary Dahl, Pet Rock Inventor
It was a craze to rival the Hula-Hoop, and even less explicable. For a mere three dollars and 95 cents, a consumer could buy ... a rock — a plain, ordinary, egg-shaped rock of the kind one could dig up in almost any backyard. The wonder of it was, for a few frenzied months in 1975, more than a million consumers did, becoming the proud if slightly abashed owners of Pet Rocks, the fad that Newsweek later called “one of the most ridiculously successful marketing schemes ever.”
Gary Dahl, the man behind that scheme — described variously as a marketing genius and a genial mountebank — died on March 23 at 78. A down-at-the
-heels advertising copywriter when he hit on the idea, he originally meant it as a joke. But the concept of a “pet” that required no actual work and no
real commitment resonated with the self-indulgent ’70s, and before long a cultural phenomenon was born.
A modern incarnation of “Stone Soup” as stirred by P. T. Barnum, Pet Rocks made Mr. Dahl a millionaire practically overnight. Each Pet Rock came in a
cardboard carrying case, complete with air holes, tenderly nestled on a bed of excelsior. But despite the boon Pet Rocks brought him, Mr. Dahl came to
regret the brainstorm that gave rise to them in the first place.
Mr. Dahl’s brainstorm began, as many do, in a bar. One night in the mid-’70s, he was having a drink in Los Gatos, the Northern California town where
he lived for many years. At the time, he was a freelance copywriter (“that’s another word for being broke,” he later said), living in a small cabin as a selfdescribed “quasi dropout.” The bar talk turned to pets, and to the onus of feeding, walking and cleaning up after them. His pet, Mr. Dahl announced in
a flash of bibulous inspiration, caused him no such trouble. The reason? “I have a pet rock,” he explained. A pet rock, Mr. Dahl quickly realized, might
just have legs. “People are so damn bored, tired of all their problems,” he told People magazine in 1975. “This takes them on a fantasy trip — you might
say we’ve packaged a sense of humor.”
He recruited two colleagues as investors, visited a building-supply store and bought a load of smooth Mexican beach stones at about a penny apiece.
The genius was in the packaging. Each Pet Rock came in a cardboard carrying case, complete with air holes, tenderly nestled on a bed of excelsior. Mr.
Dahl’s droll masterstroke was his accompanying manual on the care, feeding and house training of Pet Rocks. “If, when you remove the rock from its
box it appears to be excited, place it on some old newspapers,” the manual read. “The rock will know what the paper is for and will require no further
instruction. It will remain on the paper until you remove it.”
Pet Rocks hit the marketplace in time for Christmas 1975. They were soon featured on “The Tonight Show” and in a blizzard of newspaper articles. In a
matter of months, some 1.5 million rocks were sold. “I had one phone to each ear,” Mr. Dahl recalled in a 2011 interview. “I taught my P.R. guy to impersonate me so he could also answer my calls.”
While Pet Rocks were the must-have gift of the 1975 holiday season, they soon went the way of all fads. The idea’s very simplicity proved its undoing:
Though Mr. Dahl trademarked the name, there was nothing to stop someone from putting a rock into a box and selling it, and many did. Nor did the
spate of auxiliary businesses that sprang up around his creation — the official Bicentennial Pet Rock, inscribed with an American flag; mail-order college degrees for Pet Rocks ($3 for a bachelor’s, $10 for a Ph.D.) — bring him any compensation.
In the late ’70s, Mr. Dahl was sued by his original investors, who claimed they had received too small a share of the profits. A court found in their favor,
and he was obliged to pay a six-figure judgment. His later inventions, including the Original Sand Breeding Kit, which let buyers grow their “own desert
wasteland,” never matched the success of Pet Rocks.
But in the end, it is for the Pet Rock that he will be remembered. Though the rock made him wealthy, it also made him wary, for he was besieged ever
after by hordes of would-be inventors, seeking his advice on the next big thing.
Via the New York Times, April 1, 2015
Via Dothan Gem & Mineral Club, Dothan, Alabama
www.wiregrassrockhounds.com
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Graves Mountain, Lincolnton, Georgia
So as most of you know, I am planning on moving back home to Georgia next May 30 at the latest. While looking
at the latest newsletter from one of the rock clubs that I joined back there, I ran across a blurb about an upcoming
trip to Graves Mountain, Georgia. Intrigued, I went looking on the 'Net for rock samples, and came up with some
REALLY pretty rocks! When I get my house together, I will be going on some of the field trips that are offered.
There are NO Rockhound clubs or Gold Panning clubs in SW Georgia, but there are some in North Georgia and
Alabama, close to my son's house. I am looking forward to collecting the following: Rutile, Kyanite, Lazulite, Iridescent Hematite, Pyrophyllite, Pyrite, Ilmenite, Fuchsite, Barite, Sulfur, variscite, woodhouseite, crandallite,
strengite, phosphosiderite, cacoxenite, blue quartz, and quartz crystals.
Karen Stokes, Editor

Graves Mountain
Rutile

Graves Mountain
Hematite

Graves Mountain
botryoidal goethite
hematite

More Graves Mountain
Hematite

Graves Mountain
pyrophyllite crystals

White Mountain Gem & Mineral Club
P.O. Box 3504
Show Low, Arizona 85902-3504

Geology

Volcano
Continent
Subduction
Magma
Lava
Hotspot
Weathering
Erosion
Igneous
Sedimentary
Metamorphic
Mountain
Snagged from the Rockhounds Herald
Dothan Gem & Mineral Club Bulletin,
April, 2015
www.wiregrassrockhounds.com
Via: worksheets at www.education.com/worksheets
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